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Abstract: With the development of the computing architecture, the virtual technology has been widely infiltrating the whole network infrastructure and showing the future vision (e.g., SDN (Software Defined Network), NFV (Network Function Virtualization)). There is a general tendency to integrate services being formerly operated by multiple computing divisions into the collaboration system using the correct working of virtualized multi-environment. For example, VM (Virtual Machine) enables the multi-OS environment on single-OS and the reduction of physical resources such as an occupation area, a power consumption, a restriction of hardware, and so on. However, there remain the problems of the complexity around the dependencies between the VM and the host single-OS, (e.g., the resources utilization by multi-OS and the consistent management of these). For example, if we would like to build some Apache servers on single-OS, we implement each Apache server on each VM. There are several hot topics around the challenges of VM (e.g., OS migration, the optimization of the energy consumption). Here we consider the virtualization to skip VM. We design the server architecture providing the services identified by the port number. This system aims the programmable virtual node which is called Virtual Control Space (VCS) and provides the multiple server systems on Cent OS 7.2. The VCS works require virtualized Network Interface Card (vNIC) which is non-standard Linux extensions. We executed the original architecture including the VCS on the regular PC and confirmed whether our system normally manages the services which are divided by the port number by some of the steps. Finally, we have achieved the multiple server systems on single-OS without VM.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, as a rapid rise of the computing technologies, a diverse number of network services are deployed on the network infrastructure. This situation has been causing the problems due to the proprietary nature of existing hardware appliances, the cost of offering the space and energy for a variety of middleboxes, and the lack of skilled professionals to integrate and maintain these services. There is a kind of the saturation state which requires the innovative network system which is completely separated from the existing system. The researchers aim the provision of a service developed by the software infrastructure separating from a hardware one[1, 4, 5, 14, 15]. There are some of the innovative technologies which are the base of our research significance. We have been taking a close look at the virtualization for managing multiple services in referring to these technologies. For example, VM is the favorite tool to build the virtualized environment allowing multiple OS to coexistence with each other on single-OS. VM has a multi-forms, hosted model and supervised model) and provides many solutions (e.g., Consolidation, Shared CPU, Memory, NIC, Disk, Centralized Management, Migration and Less space). That can also be said that it is an OS-level virtualization. The related research is very hot and showing the further progress[6, 16]. We have concluded about the nature of VM through these research trends; VM has a hot side as an innovative technology; on the other hand, there is a severe and unstable condition to make use of the base- ment for our research because it has not yet been clarified. In other words, this issue is the adjusting of the difference caused by each of existing OS. The multi-OS environment for multi-services is deployed for the multi-objects and has the multi-requirements. Indeed, the OS-level virtualization provides the scope of the almighty management on the computer foundation. However, there are open to discussion about the scope of the virtualization which is more optimized than the scale of an OS-level. Therefore, we designed the new server system on single-OS. It has an integrated vir-
ual platform for managing multiple services on virtual Network Interface Card (vNIC). Furthermore, the new system enables the various server systems without the multiple OS environments as is the case of VM.

1.1 Principles of Designing System Abstraction

As a result of the discussion about what is the most efficient component for our concepts, we have concluded the network virtualization by SDN and NFV. These technologies gain a high reputation as a solution to many complex services baked into the network infrastructure[2, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13]. N.M.Mosharaf Kabir Chowdhury and Raouf Boutaba mentioned the future architecture for the Cloud Computing, called Open Application Delivery Network (OpenADN)[2]. That architecture has multiple virtual hierarchies which consist the nest of virtual nodes on the network infrastructure and exploits the mutual networking among the virtual nodes. They indicated that most application could easily get computing and storage facilities using the networking by multiple virtual nodes. Besides Raj Jain and Subharthi Paul mentioned the architecture for the virtualization around NIC (Network Interface Card)[7]. In their study, they took up the three architectures of the virtualization around NIC. Especially in these; we aim the design providing virtual NIC (vNIC) as a software fundamental via the supervisor, which uses the Virtual Ethernet Bridge (VEB) like the tunneling on the encapsulation. We design the system abstraction through these researchers. Firstly, we set the design goal as below.

(i) Flexibility
The network virtualization must provide a freedom in every aspect of networking. In other words, on the physical infrastructure, each of the virtualized components should be free to implement customized control protocols.

(ii) Manageability
By separating the elements for management from a physical infrastructure, each of the separating parts is individually virtualized to modify the functions and to introduce the accountability of itself every layer of networking.

(iii) Scalability
The coexistence of multiple virtualized components ensures the scalability to support an increasing number of the coexisting virtual component without disturbing their performance.

(iv) Programmability
The lowest layout of the computer network architecture is composed of the programmable fundamentals. These are an origin of the modern networking services and the robustness derived from the functional consistency. Therefore, root regression is one of the most important requirement. Programmability extends significantly the capacity to access and customize.

(v) Sharing
Today`s computer devices are optimized for the multiple tasks; that enables the concurrent operation of the multiple virtual components. These can be used by a different user and the efficient utilization of the computer resources.

Secondary, we design the outline of the system abstraction which has a high affinity with these design goals in Fig. 1.

There are important some properties which are “Infrastructure Layer,” “Virtual Hierarchy” and “Service Orchestrator.” “Infrastructure Layer” describes the networking of the hardware device which maintains the virtual nodes as service components. “Virtual Hierarchy” represents the virtual space which is prepared to deploy the NF including “Service Orchestrator.” NF means the operation of the virtual node. It’s software service, not an application. “Service Orchestrator” describes the management tool for the service worked on “Virtual Hierarchy.” For example, in the case of HTTP application protocols represented by 80 number of the port on “Virtual Hierarchy #1,” the customized Apache system works on “Service Orchestrator,” and its server operates on the data folder of “Virtual Hierarchy #1.” These properties provide the following principles[3].

(i) Coexistence
The coexistence of multiple NF and “Service Orchestrator” enables the definition of the several application policies. Each application policy referring the NF and “Service Orchestrator” from different “Virtual Hierarchy” can coexist together.

(ii) Recursion
Each NF and “Service Orchestrator” on “Virtual Hierarchy” can consist the different “Virtual Hierarchy.” This work makes the hierarchical relationship between these “Virtual Hierarchy”; like parent and child. Its form is recursion. The nest of the parent-child relationship enables the sequential operation referring the top of the nest and ensures the reliability of the application including availability.
(iii) Inheritance
Following to the recursion from “Service Orchestrator” and the parent NF, “Service Orchestrator” and the child NF can inherit the architectural attributes from the parent. This work also means that the functional information of the parent can be automatically optimized and translated into the child’s information.

(iv) Revisitation
Virtual Networking Environment (VNE) of Fig. 1 provides the hosting multiple virtual nodes on “Virtual Hierarchy” to the physical node on “Infrastructure Layer” [11]. Such a reuse of resources makes easy to change the configuration of NF and “Service Orchestrator,” and to simplify the management of “Virtual Hierarchy.” Also, a mapping policy between a physical node and multiple virtual nodes has the possibility to add the cooperation among multiple virtual nodes for the physical one.

Moreover, this system abstraction has a side of the SDN. In concrete terms, the rewriting/embedding process can be operated on “Virtual Hierarchy” as a function of data-plane. This process enables the end-to-end overlay networking on the existing network foundation. Thus, the owner of “Virtual Hierarchy” has a freedom to implement end-to-end services by deploying the embedded packet and its management as well as the system abstraction.

2 System Overview
In referring to the related study, we consider the control system to build the network driver with the virtual private connection between the clients and each level of the network application related to the properties mentioned above. In this paper, we propose the integrated platform which manages the application layer services divided by the port number. It works on the distributed virtual service orchestrator on Virtual Control Space (VCS) and the end-to-end overlay communication. Especially, the most important component is “vNIC.” We developed it originally as not a standard Linux extension but a kernel module. “vNIC” works as the virtual host of multiple server systems and provides the multiple hosts for the multiple clients on single-OS. Thus, the proposing system realizes the management system for multiple services on the overlay connection from an end node to another end node across an Internet. Fig. 2 shows the overall architecture of the original system in this paper.

“Software Foundation” provides the background for the components among the virtualization for “Infrastructure Layer” and ends the role locally on single-OS which implements “Virtual Hierarchies.” Therefore, “Software Foundation” is easy to customize its function without considering the external dependencies. There are various directions to provide various functionality to the system.

2.1 Details of Architecture
In this section, we will explain the details of the architecture in the actual environment.

Fig. 3 shows the overall architecture of the system in
Fig. 2 Overall Architecture

Fig. 3 Execution Environment
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3 Experiments

3.1 Preparation for Execution

We built the Client-Server system through INTERNET to confirm the experiment on the operation of each of VCS numbers in the proposing system. We present that “How a client mounts to the overlay network,” “How a client recognizes the VCS number” and “What about the performance which our system accounts for.” To provide the presentation for these, we use the execution environment as shown in Fig. 3.

(i) Allocation of IP Address

Each of “VCS” has a pseudo IP address “192.168.x.x” (for security, the raw address is confidential with “x”) which is locally available in the “Platform” and the ID (e.g., “eA”) which is unique to itself. The pseudo IP address owes the range from the third octet to the fourth octet and maintains the identifier for the application operated on “VCS.” The ID is 2 bytes character information which maintains the identifier of “VCS” across Internet As to the correspondence between a pseudo IP address and an ID; the relational database manages it. On the other hand, for the practical address of the platform, vNIC has a global IP address “133.31.x.x” for end-to-end communication with the client. Similarly, the client has a global IP address “106.181.x.x.”

Fig. 4 shows the loaded each of “VCS” which are managed each of vNIC.

![Fig. 4 VCS loaded as NIC](image)

(ii) List of “VCS”

“Platform” maintains the database which describes the dynamic relationship between both information of each of “Client” and each of “VCS.” There is two list information, “List of...
The section of “VCS number” in “permission.txt” describes the available VCS number in each of the authorized users. Existing means the limitation of the provision of the applications managed by the platform which has not been described. “vcs_id.txt” describes all VCS numbers defined in the platform and the ID corresponded to each of the VCS numbers. In the text file, four strings at the right end are the ID and two strings from the left owe 2 bytes and is used in our current system. The full use of 4 strings is ready for the scalability of the components on “Infrastructure Layer.”

(iii) “Data list” for routing
On the platform, the relational database uses the “Data list for routing” for the routing between each of “VCS” and “Analyzer.” After the authentication, the information around the authorized user is held on “Data list,” which is including the IP address of “VCS,” the MAC address of “VCS,” the IP address for the routing which is unique to “VCS,” the MAC address for the routing which is unique to “VCS,” the descriptor of “VCS,” the IP address of “Client,” the port number, the number to count the packet, and “VCS” in use. Here, the routing needs a bit of contrivance. While the platform works on the only one IP address (global IP address) with the view from the outside, the platform has multiple IP addresses which are unique to each of “VCS.” Besides, another problem arises, that is the configuration of the default gateway. Each of “VCS” belongs a different IP segment and a single gateway that’s “Analyzer.” In contrast, vNIC has only one IP address. Hence, the only one of “VCS” can communicate without the contrivance. However, the proposing system assumes the condition that the multi-connection around “VCS” exists at the same time. For that reason, we took the original routing on the flow work in Fig. 6. The relational database comprehensively manages the correspondence information among “RIP” and “CIP.” The reason to have a copy of “RIP” is for providing diversity to “Client.” In other words, there are relationships on one “RIP” to one “Client” on same “VCS.” If the multiple “Client” communicate with same “VCS,” “RIP” secures the range of the number of that “Client” and prepare the pseudo IP address for each of “Client.” To be concrete, each of “RIP” is the IP address whose fourth octet is added one by one in the order of arrival of “Client.” For example, in the case

![Fig. 5 permission.txt and vcs_id.txt](image-url)

![Fig. 6 Routing between VCS and vNIC with Analyzer](image-url)
of “Client_2” which is the second to arrival at the “VCS_2”. “RIP” is the IP address “192.168.2.3.” “CIP” is used when VCS sent back to “Client_2.”

3.2 Authentication
Firstly, we verify the operation between “Client_1” and “VCS_2” on HTTP protocol (port: 80). In the experiment, “Client_1” tries to communicate the web server by customized Apache built-in “VCS_2.” At first phase, “Client_1” tries to connect to “Platform” to prove the authority and receive the authorized ID. Fig. 7 shows its successful example. Firstly, we verify the operation between “Client_1” and “VCS_2” on HTTP protocol (port: 80). In the experiment, “Client_1” tries to communicate the web server by customized Apache built-in “VCS_2.” At first phase, “Client_1” tries to connect to “Platform” to prove the authority and receive the authorized ID. Fig. 7 shows its successful example.

![Fig. 7 Successful Example](image)

After the authorized ID is brought to “Client_1”, it is embedded into the packet and used for routing every time the packet process “Platform.” The detail of the embedding packet is as shown in Fig. 8.

![Fig. 8 Packet captured by TCPDUMP command](image)

3.3 HTTP on VCS_2
At second phase, “Client_1” tries to send an HTTP request to the web server managed by VCS_2. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show its successful example.

![Fig. 9 Work Folder for VCS_2](image)

![Fig. 10 HTTP application on VCS_2](image)

Fig. 9 shows the folder structure where “VCS_2” works. Fig. 10 shows the HTTP service between “Client_1” and “VCS_2.” A remarkable point on this result is that the path to “VCS_2” field is concealed on the web page. It means only “133.31.x.x” is a host of Apache system and the multiplexing is operated on the overlay connection. In other words, if the programmers change the configuration of “VCS,” they can operate mutually independently each configuration of “VCS” in each folder of “VCS.” There is no change in the apache configuration.

3.4 Performance Test under the Execution Environment
To confirm a performance under the execution environment, we set the situation that “Client” tries to download the file from “Platform” in “VCS_2.” We prepare the text file of 1.2 Gbytes for comparison of download speed. Besides, we use “Buffalo USB2.0 LAN Adapter” which has the 12.3 Mbytes/(s) bandwidth at most. Details of the device for “Platform” as shown in Table. 1.

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 shows that the performance of our multi-server system under the limited bandwidth. Our system always indicates the max data transfer speed of 12.3 Mbytes/(s). CPU utilization is calculated through the filter for the process identification (PID) of “Plat-
and propose VCS hosted vNIC. Finally, the experiment shows that the multiplexing server is successful without OS-level virtualization and each of VCS manages each of configuration independently.

### 5 Discussion

In this study, Our system has a component which we have dealt with the “Software Foundation.” The component has a lot of scalability in the design due to the flexibility of vNIC. For the further development of our system, there is room for formulating the scheme which adds more functionalities to the virtual infrastructure. Therefore, we can consider the cloud system which is built on the virtual infrastructure with “Software Foundation.” The architecture of the cloud system should be as shown in Fig. 13. There is the extended system which is based on the current system with “Software Foundation.” This extended system has the features which are the functionality of the cloud system and the independence which indicates more free system about the configuration among the existing equipment of the network device. However, there are subjects about security because if there is also allowing a customized packet to dive into a private network through safety devices (e.g. firewall, IDS, IPS). Therefore, we must consider the scope of the arrangement of the packet carefully because the unstable scope causes inconsistency of the packet modification and the waste of resources. For that reason, we design the semantic foundation for the software definition on our system. With the point of view of feasibility, the important issue for the present is how to extend the embedded region. While the routing for the VCS numbers uses the 2 bytes information resources associated with a third octet and fourth octet in IP address, the routing for the platform numbers needs 4 bytes information resources. Therefore, the
proposing system in future must adapt to extend the embedding region. The two methodologies are during the verification as below.

(i) The introduction of the relational database associated currently embedded information resources with the Global IP address of the platform numbers.

(ii) The addition of new 2 bytes information resources by the wrapping of the data part in a packet to currently embedded information resources.

The (i) methodology must be devised to be able to cover the full range of Global IP addresses. For the (ii) methodology, there is a dilemma between the simplicity to analyze the embedded packet and the complexity to analyze the part of wrapping on the packet. By solving these issues, the current proposing system makes it easy to extend itself to the cloud system exploiting the combination of the platform numbers.
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